Background: Very few analytical studies are available on any association between stressful life events (SLE) and colorectal cancer (CRC), at least in Iran. The aim of this case control study was to determine the association between stressful life events (SLE) and colorectal cancer. Materials and Methods: This study was conducted in four hospital colonoscopy units in Tabriz city of Iran including 414 participants aged 40-75 years: 207 cases with CRC confirmed by pathology and colonoscopy findings and 207 controls free of neoplastic conditions were selected (from the same hospitals at the same period for the cases and after matching for age and sex). Stressful life events were assessed using a 43-item Holmes and Rahe Life Events Questionnaire. Multivariate logistic regression was used to estimate adjusted odds ratios for SLE and risk of CRC. Results: The stressful life event mean score in the case group was 141.3, in contrast to 63.8 in the control group (p<0.011). After adjusting for confounders, death of dear ones increased the risk of CRC (OR: 2.49; 95%CI: 1.41-5.13). Other types of stressful life events (family and husband disputes, serious occupational problems, unemployment of > 6 months, and Serious financial problems) were also associated with CRC, but without statistical significance. Conclusions: According to our findings, it seems that SLE may increase the risk of CRC.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common malignancy in the world (Iravani et al., 2014; Center et al., 2009) . Among the Gastrointestinal cancers are most common cancers. Therefore, that it includes the 38 percent of cancers of the gastrointestinal system (Pourfarzi et al., 2012; Amoori et al., 2014) . The highest rates of (CRC) have observed in developed countries, mostly in Western industrial and urban areas. In the United States (CRC) is second leading cause of cancer related deaths (Siegal et al., 2012) . The incidence rate of (CRC) in Asia is lower than Europe, Australia, New Zealand and North America (Jemal et al., 2011) . Japan and China have the highest incidence rates of colorectal cancer in Asia (Ganesh et al., 2009) .
Among Iranians, CRC is the third and fourth most commonly diagnosed malignancy in males and females, respectively. In the last few decades, the incidence and mortality rates of CRC have increased markedly in Iran (Mousavi et al., 2008; Kolahdoozan et al., 2010; Somi et al., 2014) . Colorectal cancer is a multi-factorial disease; several risk factors have been associated with colorectal cancer, including genetics, dietary pattern, physical activity, smoking, obesity, stressful life events and hormonal factors (World cancer., 1997; Giovannucci,. 2002; Liang et al,. 2009; Ashktorab et al., 2013; Safari et al., 2013; Iravani et al., 2014) .
Stressful life events (SLE), increasing in global prevalence, has shown risk factors similar to those associated with colorectal cancer. Most of the existing findings on the association between SLE and CRC generated from studies in Western societies their number is low, and most of them are crosssectional studies (Courtney et al., 1993) . Since, very few analytical studies are available on the association between stressful life events (SLE) and colorectal cancer at least in Iran, is a developing country. The aim of this case control study was to determine the association between stressful life events (SLE) and colorectal cancer.
Materials and Methods

Study design and sampling
This case-control study conducted from April 2013 through March 2014 in colonoscopy units of the Cancer Institute of government hospitals in East Azerbaijan Province, Iran. The sample size was determined based on the information derived from a similar study (Courtney et al., 1993; Dehganzadeh et al., 2012) . Considering a confidence level of 95%, α=0.05%, β=0.2, OR= 2, P0=0.3 and using formula: 350 samples was calculated. We oversampled at study 18% due to reduced random error (414 subjects were chosen).
Subjects (cases and controls)
The study population was patients came to colonoscopy units. 414 participant aged 40-75 years old in this study, 207 cases with CRC confirmed by pathology and colonoscopy findings were selected, diagnosed no longer than six months before the interview and 207 controls Free of neoplastic conditions and diet related chronic diseases (from the same hospital at the same period for the cases). Patients with CRC were group matched with subjects in the control group by age (within 10-years categories) and sex. From 512 patients (236 cases and 276 controls) screened for the study based on inclusion and exclusion criteria, 69 controls and 29 cases were excluded.
Inclusion and Exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria were age 40-75 years old, CRC confirmed for the cases, free findings CRC for the controls and informed consent. Exclusion criteria were age above 75 years old and below 40 years old, neoplastic conditions, history of depression and Mental and nervous diseases and diet related chronic diseases for controls.
Stressful life events (SLE) assessment
The Holmes and rahe Life Events Questionnaire (Holmes et al., 1967 ) assessed stressful life events. This questionnaire (LEQ) is a 43-item self report survey that lists common life events including death of dears (child, father and mother, spouse, and first-degree family), unemployment of>6 months, family and spouse disputes, serious financial and occupational problems. All life events were report that subjects of study (cases and controls) experienced during at least one year ago. The validity of this questionnaire has been confirm to assess stressful life events (Vafaii., 2000) and has been use in several studies (Coteau et al., 2003) . In addition, epidemiologist, statistician and psychiatrist confirmed questionnaire and some questions were revised. The reability of questionnaire (α=0.762) was checked by Cronbach's Alpha test.
Statistical analysis
Data analyzed by SPSS (version 16.0, Chicago, IL, USA). Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used for check of data normality. Descriptive statistics conducted in order to Multiple logistic regression was used to estimate the adjusted odds ratios (OR) and removing confounding variables and identify the most important factors including death of dears (child, father and mother, spouse, and firstdegree family), Unemployment of > 6 months, Family and husband disputes, serious financial and occupational problems affecting in the risk of colorectal cancer. In the all tests 95% confidence interval and P-value <0.05 was considered significant.
Ethical considerations
The Regional Ethics Committee of University Ilam and treatment management of Tabriz University of medical sciences-Iran, approved the study protocol, Verbal informed consents were obtain from all respondent prior to the interviews. Table 1 shows the socio-demographic characteristics of participants (414 subjects). The study population (207 cases and 207 controls) included 46.85% (194) females and 53.14% (220) males. The mean age of respondents at diagnosis of colorectal cancer (CRC) was 60.54 years for men and 58.96 years for women. Figure 1 shows that stressful life events scores mean in case group is 141.3 while its 63.8 reported in control group. The result of T-test showed that there are significant relationship between scores of stressful life events in case and control groups (p<0.011). Table 2 shows the results of multivariate logistic regression model for Crud and adjusted odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for colorectal cancer and stressful life events types. After adjusting for the age, sex, Family history of CRC, history of diabetes, smoking, physical activity and BMI (body mass index), death of dears increased the risk of CRC 2.5 times (OR: 2.49; 95%CI: 1.41-5.13). Other types of stressful life events (family and husband disputes, serious occupational problems, Unemployment of > 6 months, and Serious financial problems) were associated with CRC, but not statistically significant.
Results
Discussion
This study demonstrated after adjustment of sociodemographic and other confounding variables stressful life events are associated risk of colorectal cancer. The results of this study clearly showed that the risk of colorectal cancer is associated with stressful life events and scores of cases were significantly higher than controls.
The largest odds ratio observed was associated with death of dears and increased the risk of CRC. In the present study death of dears were including death of child, spouse, parents and first-degree family. This relation observed in other case control studies. In a case, control study in Stockholm (Courtney et al., 1993) death of a spouse was increased the risk of CRC 1.5 times and this risk in our study was 2.49 times. Because the most of the events in this study were not common in study subjects, odds ratio estimates may be not very accurate, but stressful life events scores in the two groups was significant difference and increased risk of CRC.
In the general case, stressful life events scores by independent T-test in case group were significantly higher than control group while for association between stressful life events types and CRC in multivariate regression model, only the death of dears was statistically significant association with the risk of colorectal cancer and increased the risk of colorectal cancer. In addition, other types of stressful life events (Family and husband disputes, serious occupational problems, Unemployment of > 6 months, and Serious financial problems) were associated with CRC, but were not statistically significant. A few studies has been done in the world to investigate the relationship between stressful life events and risk of colorectal cancer, but this study may be the first investigation has conducted in Iran as a developing country is quite consistent with the findings of other studies in world Moreno-Smith et al., 2010) . Stressful life events are associated with other cancers and increase the risk of them (Tas et al., 2012; Lillberg et al., 2014) . In a Stockholm case-control, study of Courtney and colleagues who were performed contact 569 cases and 510 controls demonstrated death of dears and spouse was significantly associated with an increased risk of colorectal cancer. This is consistent with the findings of our study. Even in animal studies as well as the associated viewsin some studies, restraint-stressed mice demonstrated significantly reduced inflammatory responses to influenza virus and depressed antiviral cellular immunity (Nukina et al., 2001) In courtney and colleagues study a history of serious work-related problems in the prior 10 years was strongly associated with the occurrence of colorectal cancer also in this study serious work-related problems was associated with the CRC but was not statistically significant. In a large population based case control study in Australia, kune et al (Kune et al., 1991) found occupational problems in the prior 5 years to have the largest effect on the risk of CRC.
The causal mechanisms that stressful life events can cause cancer is still unclear exactly. However, there is evidence that show that stressful life events can cause cancer or at least speed up the process of creating it (Segertrom et al., 2004; Moreno-Smith et al., 2010) . The body responds to physical, mental, or emotional pressure by releasing stress hormones (such as epinephrine and nor epinephrine) that increase blood pressure, speed heart rate, and raise blood sugar levels. Research has shown that people who experience intense and long-term (i.e., chronic) stress can have digestive problems, fertility problems, urinary problems, and a weakened immune system. People who experience chronic stress are also more prone to viral infections such as the flu or common cold and to have headaches, sleep trouble, depression, and anxiety.
Apparent links between psychological stress and cancer could arise in several ways. For example, people under stress may develop certain behaviors, such as smoking, overeating, or drinking alcohol, which increase a person's risk for cancer. Or someone who has a relative with cancer may have a higher risk for cancer because of a shared inherited risk factor, not because of the stress induced by the family member's diagnosis (Solan et al., 2010) . Evidence from experimental studies does suggest that psychological stress can affect a tumor's ability to grow and spread. For example, some studies have shown that when mice bearing human tumors were kept confined or isolated from other mice-conditions that increase stress-their tumors were more likely to grow and spread (metastasize) (Lutgendorf et al., 2005; Lutgendorf et al., 2011; Fashoyin-Aje et al., 2012) .
As well as some studies has been carried out the effect of group therapy on psychological symptoms and quality of life and the role of attachment dimensions on social and psychological adjustment to cancer and to explore the social and psychological adjustments, and medical adherence, among patients (Ogce et al., 2007; Yilmaz et al., 2014) . In Turkish study (Yavuzsen et al., 2012) demonstrated that brief, predominantly group therapy is feasible for patients with breast cancer and, also it may be helpful to cope with emotional and physical distress. In the present study were excluded patients who had a history of depression and Mental and nervous diseases to remove the effect of confounding factors. Also in this study, as well as stressful life events increased risk of CRC, especially in cases of stress scores were significantly higher than controls.
Our study has some limitations. First, because the most of the events in this study were not common in study subjects, odds ratio estimates may be not very accurate, but stressful life events scores in the two groups was significant difference and increased risk of CRC. Second, we tried to reduce recall biases by choosing those who were not diagnosed CRC more than last 6 months of cancer diagnosis. Another limitation was selection bias; to minimize this problem by selection of cases and controls with a common referral basis (colonoscopy units) and matching the cases and controls by age and sex and using of logistic regression models and adjusted ORs.
In conclusion, after multivariate adjusting for the confounders, according to our findings, it seems that stressful life events (SLE) increase the risk of CRC. Therefore, appropriate and reasonable efforts to exposure with the stressful life events and attempts to reduce this stresses can be an effective step way prevention of colorectal cancer.
